• This is an individual event. No DJ duos are allowed.
• Each participant will be given 8-10 minutes (tentatively) for their performance. Time limit strictly followed by the participants.
• Participants must bring their IDs to the event.
• Participants must export their tracks and bring them on a flash drive.
• Participants should have their own music. No music
• External equipment other than headphones not allowed
• Pre-edited / Pre-Mixed tracks will not be allowed. (No tempo correction / Key correction).
• Selected participants will be invited to play their set on 2 Pioneer CDJ 2000s and DJM-750 mixer
• Contestants will be required to showcase a set that contains tracks of varying BPM by adjusting the tempo control live on the CD player.
• Pre-made mashups are not allowed. Acapellas are allowed.
• Bollywood / desi samples are not allowed. This is due to copyright issues
• Participants will be judged on the basis of their mixing skills, track selection, use of fx and crowd reaction
• Style statements will also be rewarded.
• The organising team has the complete right to change the prize money if the participation is less than five.

Soundtrack

No live soundtrack or projection is allowed.

The performance can be original or an adaptation. In case of adaptation, it should be clearly specified.

Soundtrack must meet the time limit constraints.

The soundtrack can be changed before 1 week of the event.

Soundtrack must be in MP3 format.